
 
 
 
 
 

NEXT Step Campaign Update 
July 30, 2019 

 
This summer has been dominated by the renovations of our Sanctuary as we enter the 
final stages of the NEXT Step Campaign.  In the interest of keeping you informed 
about all that has happened, is happening, and will happen we have tried to give a 
summary of the campaign here.  You all know what can be shown in pictures, but this 
document is meant to take you behind the scenes into the work that doesn’t 
necessarily show up in a picture, and a near comprehensive look into the project from 
start to near-finish.  This is more information than any of you probably want to read 
in whole but in the interest of giving you a window into the process we have erred on 
the side of telling the whole story.   
 
We have told the story here through two methods.  First is a list of items that were 
done as part of this project - many of which don’t show up because they are behind 
the walls, on the ceilings, or appear to be only aesthetic choices with their practical 
reasons for being chosen “hidden” beneath the shine. The second is a five-year (yes 
we have been working on this for five years now!) timeline for the campaign that 
includes most milestones of the discernment, information, planning, and executing 
stages of this project.   
 
As always if there is something you want to know more about please ask.  You can 
start with Andrew, Mathew, or Marilyn and we’ll make sure you get to the person with 
the most informed answers. It has been a true honor and privilege to get to work on 
this project and it is incredibly exciting to watch it all come together – way more 
wonderful than any one of us could have imagined or accomplished, and far more 
comprehensive than we ever set out to do five years ago when this vision was first 
germinating.  It has been your support and participation that has allowed this whole 
“NEXT Step” to be such a rousing success.  Thank you for being part of the team. 
 
Grace and Peace, 
 
Mathew Eardley, co-chair of the NEXT Step Campaign 
Marilyn Fordham, co-chair of the NEXT Step Campaign 
Andrew Kukla, pastor 
 



NEXT Step 
Behind the Scenes Projects Decisions 

 
Health, Safety, & Accessibility 

• We eliminated all asbestos 
• Improved lighting and brought all wiring up to current code 
• New stairs (in Sanctuary and alleyway) are wider and better spaced 
• Replaced long outdated Sanctuary HVAC units  
• Added 2 more wheelchair (or stroller) spots to Sanctuary seating up close 
• Accessible bathroom stalls in narthex 

Sound Quality: 

• Contracted with Reidel (church acoustics experts) to determine what 
improvements should be made to the space 

• Contracted with DHS Audio Visual (Church A/V Experts) to design a quality 
sound system understanding the needs and requirements of the space 

o Includes brand new assisted listening system 
• Proper installation of audio system with proper electrical and sound conduit 

throughout the worship space 
• Insulated Chancel and choir risers 
• Hardened soffit finishes 
• Hard floor (hardwood and LVT throughout) 

o Removal of sound absorbing materials like carpet will create crisper 
sound in the rear of that Sanctuary 

• "Opening" of organ pipes for better sound distribution 

Improved Lighting: 

• All new LED light fixtures in the sanctuary and chapel 
• Dimmable 
• Controllable 

Quality Finishes: 

• White Oak Chancel and wall paneling 
• Double-Thickness drywall on soffits (reflects sound better than the old panels) 
• Luxury LVT floor in Chapel and Nave area 
• All new LED lighting with centralized control throughout 
• New organ pipes, future phase will add them to the organ 



NEXT Step Timeline: 
 
January 27, 2014:  Session approves the formation of a vision team for a campaign 

to retire Lindsay Hall debt and renovate the Sanctuary.  That team 
was Kaye Gilchrist, Alan Anderson, and Mathew Eardley. 

 
 This group was responsible for conversations on Sanctuary audio 

and lighting with an AV professional from Seattle, worked with 
Matt Rhees on initial ideas for the Sanctuary, and came up with a 
general focus for guiding principles which were later affirmed by 
the NEXT Step Campaign Team: Agile Space, Radical 
Hospitality, Honor the Past while Embracing the Future, and a 
mission investment beyond the walls. 

 
September 2, 2015 Received first two leadership gifts to the future campaign of  
January 29, 2016 $20,000 and $108,099 as a vote of confidence to move forward. 
 
December 2015 Received 3rd and 4th leadership gifts of $20,000 and $25,0000. 
   
March 27, 2017  Session approves Mission Committee plan for discerning and 

choosing the Mission Component of the Campaign. 
 
January 28, 2017 Received 5th leadership gift ($100,000) and an additional $5,000 

gift to put the total received pre-campaign at $278,099. 
 
June 26th, 2017 Session approves the Campaign Committee co-chaired by 

Mathew Eardley and Marilyn Fordham and including Lani and 
Tom Perkins, Kaye Gilchrist, Scott Muir, and Jonathan Wilson 
(later replaced by Bob Ruesink), and Andrew Kukla (staff).  This 
team focused on goals and finances, and a separate Design Team 
was formed that included Mathew, Marilyn, Lani, Andrew and 
additionally Matt Rhees (architect), Tyler Carlisle (music/worship 
staff, replaced by Ryan Dye), and Roger Marchese (Facility 
Manager, replaced by Scott Bilderback). 

 
Design efforts and project costs were greatly aided by Matt Rhees 
(architect) and Lani Perkins (interior designer) donating all their 
time and expertise. 
 

June – Oct 2017 Met with a Campaign Consultant for training and advising on how 
to run the campaign, feasible financial goals, and the logistics and 



best practices of how to invite donations to the campaign.  Our 
Consultant donated their time and was a member of the Church 
Campaign Services.   

 
Sept. 28, 2017 Session approves Capital Campaign goal of $900,000 allocated to 

six main projects: Lindsay Hall debt elimination, Main Floor / 
Bathroom renovation, Chapel Renovation, Sanctuary Renovation, 
Alleyway / 6th Floor Renovation, and Mission Component.   

 
Oct – Nov 2017 Official Leadership Gift Phase.  With roughly one third already 

raised, the hope was to raise another $300,0000 of leadership gifts 
before the public phase of the campaign goes live in Feb. of 2018.    

 
Oct - Nov 2017 Consulted with R. A. Colby on organ / facade work to get 

recommendation on any and all organ related work, develop a 
long-term organ plan, and eventually contract with them on the 
facade work and new pipes to be done as part of the NEXT Step. 

 
Nov ‘17 - May ‘18 Contracted with Scott R. Riedel and Associates LTD, to perform 

an acoustic evaluation and consultation of the Sanctuary.  Riedel 
then worked with DSH Audio Visions on creating specifications 
and design for new audio/visual elements of the campaign. 

 
February 8, 2018 The Big Reveal of the plan and public phase of the capital 

campaign goes live with a series of events to share the planning, 
vision, and costs with the whole congregation.   

 
February 25, 2018 Dedication Sunday of NEXT Step Capital Campaign pledges 

which totaled (as of March 7, 2018) $1,021,000 surpassing the 
goal (at that time) of $900,000. 

 
April 2018 Entered into contract with PETRA, Inc as our general contractor 

for phase one construction to renovate narthex bathrooms and 
turn the Atrium closet into a coffee bar.   

 
May – July 2018 Phase 1 construction on the bathrooms and coffee bar, and based 

on our excellent experience with PETRA, Inc began contract to 
use PETRA, Inc on the completion of phase two, three, and four: 
the Chapel, Sanctuary, and Alleyway.  These three phases would 
later be collapsed into a single phase of building in order to save 
significant money on the project management costs.  



 
May 31, 2018 First Quarterly update to Congregation to share that quickly rising 

construction costs in the valley had made it clear that the project 
was likely to be significantly more expensive than expected.  All 
early estimates were thrown out as we worked to better numbers 
in the contracting based on current cots and a new goal was 1.2 
million. Great pains were taken to a) not cut corners and 
mortgage the future for the sake of the present, b) stay true to 
taking out no loans or incurring no debt, c) being good stewards 
of the trust of the congregation. 

 
Sept. 30, 2018 Re-dedication of the Atrium/Garden space after worship.  Update 

that currently 71% of the congregation has participated in the 
NEXT Step but current cost increases were outpacing new 
donations.  The highest points of increase were the bathrooms 
(about double the expected cost) and the fire escape (greatly 
increased prices for steel).  The Design team continues to meet 
weekly, as it has throughout since July 2017) to look for cost 
savings and finalize plan details.   

 
Nov ’18 – Jan ‘19 Executed the official contract with Colby choosing to cut out a 

portion of the intended work (balcony casework) for cost savings.  
 
 
Feb – April 2019 Close the Gap!  Session approved a campaign within the 

campaign to close the gap between the 1.2 million raised and the 
new cost estimate.  A $100,000 lead gift from the estate of the 
same individual who gave the first give in fall 2015 spurred hope 
that we could make it.  A second matching gift of $50,000 from 
another one of our original lead givers provided the final catalyst. 
By the end of April, the final total pledged was just at 1.5 million.  
This allowed that the design team could finalize plans with 
PETRA and embark on the final renovation phase.   

 
April 21, 2019 We leave the Sanctuary in the hands of PETRA, began Lindsay 

Hall Worship and anticipate a return to the Sanctuary and 
conclusion of renovation in October of 2019. 

 
 


